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The Matterhorn from Winkelmatten. Hans Conrad Escher von der Linth. 14th 
August 1806. Watercolour. 24.2 x 22.4cm.  

(Zentralbibliothek Zürich, Department of Prints and Drawings/ Photo Archive)

The section frontispiece images for this year’s Journal feature early artistic 
interpretations of the Matterhorn, in celebration of the 150th anniversary of the 
first ascent. Robin Campbell’s introduction to these images can be found in the 

AC Notes, p443.
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Bare and insignificant against the blinding white backdrop of Gasher-
brum V’s south face, our silhouettes stand perched on an opposing hill 

with the full view of its prominent glacier field and snow wall propped up 
before us like a perfect mural. The complex characteristics of the glacier 
remind me of the snake scales of a dragon’s tail leading up to the jagged 
bergschrund that rests at the base of this massive wall looming over us. 
We have spotted an S-shaped line through the glacier and possible weak 

South Face of Gasherbrum V 
showing the line of the Ahn-Choi 
route. (All photos: Chi-young Ahn 
and Nak-jong Seong)
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points along crevasse-like, corniced lines of the middle section and to the 
rightmost side of the wall in the upper mixed section, finishing off with a 
straightforward enough line to the summit.

We never thought of a route here until after being denied passage up 
GV’s east face where we trudged through thigh-deep snow to position 
ourselves for camp one. The face, covered in crumbly ice and snow, was 
nearly impossible to protect. We raced between radio signals to climb each 
time an avalanche cleared. The constantly falling ice and snow shower 
debris pouring down from above posed the greatest threats. We finally had 
no choice but to evacuate from our high point of 6400m.

The unsuccessful attempt had killed any desire to climb. As the leader, 
the troublesome quandaries of a second attempt weighed heavily on my 
conscience. Our problems weren’t just our already physically weakened 
state and shot confidence, but mid-July was passing us by as snows laid 
siege to the camps once again. The dilemma of the hard work and extra 
time required to relocate base camp with our small team also seemed less 

than appealing. 
I realised finally that the summit 

counted for far less than I had 
thought. Only our truly best efforts 
could prevail over any failures; this 
would act as our holy grail and 
device to keep from quitting at even 
our weakest moments through the 
remainder. And with the consensus 
of my team, I decided we would try 
one more time, up the south face; 
we mobilised base camp. 

We knew that unlocking the 
intricacies of the long glacial 
approach would be critical to 
saving strength for the actual climb. 
We gambled by not roping up to 
each other to minimise time and 
conserve energy. Navigating our 
way through the complex terrain, 
though far harder than we had 

anticipated, we reached the plateau two hours faster than planned and we 
were at the bergschrund (5720m) near 10am.

Traces of avalanched snow chunks and debris filled the vicinity of the 
bergschrund and headwall entry point. We quickly gathered ourselves 
beneath a rock to shelter from the cornices resting far above us. I tied in first 
and started our climb with Nak-jong following and we remained connected 
by our two 7mm ropes throughout the day.

The surrounding walls that day felt like the imaginary arena of an ancient 
coliseum, as we wielded our axes, parrying and dodging our way up. The 

hot sun beating off the worthless, crust-fried snow scorched our faces. The 
scree-like snow sapped our strength with every step, requiring two or three 
hard swings to set our picks. We instantly huddled into the wall each time 
exploding avalanches boomed off the mid section, followed by frequent 
snow showers.

To avoid the enormous, roughly 300m wide cornice looming from 
above, we continuously moved to the left for higher ground. As time 
passed, gradually my calves and thighs began to scream and I resorted to 
side-stepping to relieve the fatigue. Leaving the bergschrund at roughly 11 
that morning, we had expected to be at our intended bivvy site by 5pm, 
but we had progressed slowly and were only two-thirds of the way up to 
our bivvy; it was to be an ice cave this time. By dusk, our one-litre bottles 
were dry. The effects of dehydration quickly took their toll on us and at 
around 10pm, after realizing the ice cave was farther than it appeared, we 
rested quickly to boil and drink some water. After warming our bodies and 
coming back to life, we finally reached the bivvy site at midnight. 

Our thirst was unquenchable while I chopped and cut away at the ice 
floor to pitch our tent. The site was worse than I had expected, with irreg-
ular formations of soft snow, oddly-angled ice and hard mini crevasses 
all over. After struggling to flatten out a platform, our less-than-two-man-
sized tent sat unevenly with its left corner sagging out into the air of a 
gaping hole.

There was no argument that we desperately needed water, so as we 
crouched in our tiny tent we diligently melted ice to stave off the freezing 

Ahn navigating crevasses on the approach.

Bivvy at c6550m on Gasherbrum V.
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cold and relax our hypothermic shivers. Too 
exhausted and parched to chew, we added thin 
amounts of porridge to drink in our water. We 
had been on the move since 5am from base 
camp and had advanced roughly 1800m in alti-
tude. We fixed the tent and tied ourselves back 
into our rope before finally bedding down. Our 
cramped and tired bodies lay unaffected by the 
mountainside’s deep, fissure-cracking groans as 
the temperatures dropped even further into the 
night. 

The following afternoon, while we sipped 
tea, a palm-sized stone gashed the left tent wall, 
landing on the mattress. I shrieked as Nak-jong 
just stared at me, bewildered; a smaller stone 
had penetrated the tent and badly bruised my 
knee. We re-situated our tent and stayed there 
a while, to alleviate my bruised knee and regain 
our strength. We were out climbing again by 
3am, 25 July. 

That early there was no rockfall, and climbing 
conditions were prime. We advanced up along 
the slanted, gash-like, edgy feature, traversed 
to the right roughly 200m below the seemingly 
un-crossable, very long and wide bergschrund-
like feature until we discovered an ice column 
no more than waist-sized in girth. Formed by 
the melt-off, this column connected us up and beyond to the technically 
hardest stage of the climb, a roughly 300-400m chossy rock section. The 
amount of rockfall encountered kept us speechless, and a tremendous and 
tedious amount of care and effort was made to place gear and keep the 
falling rock clear of the belayer. With just the slightest grasp, the loose 
rock wanted out, and clearing for something better seemed useless but we 
somehow managed to get some protection.

Relieved to be transitioning out of the mixed terrain, the final roughly 
300m snow wall section posed a new set of less than welcome challenges. 
There were no rocky outcrops up here and my heart raced in fear over the 
avalanche danger. The snow wall was crusty and lacked any real integrity; 
we continually re-stepped to regain our sliding foot positions, both while 
climbing and resting at the belay.

It was growing late and we still could not see how much further there 
was to go. Concerns about another late night of climbing crept in to my 
thoughts. Gasherbrum VI’s summit finally came into view off in the 

distance. I knew we were near, but a dark grey gloom of clouds filled 
and hung in the westerly skies. Mist built up and was rising toward the 
summit as I prayed for the good weather to persist for just a little bit longer, 
knowing it would likely change for the worse very soon. Snow stake and 
ice screw anchors were unquestionably weak, and would be unlikely to 
brake the slightest of slips. I fretted over the obvious and Nak-jong replied 
with nothing more than a look and nod. The tedious snow slowed our 
pace. Step after each slow step we pushed our bodies up to Gasherbrum 
V’s summit by 7.20pm. The summit was not hard, nor solid, but comprised 
an extended series of very precarious cornices on the verge of collapse. We 
stood as high as we could safely go, just off the highest corniced section.

To the north and east were glimmers of Gasherbrums I and II veiled 
in the mist. Sensing the urgency, we quickly snapped shots and promptly 
started down climbing to economise our gear, retracing our footsteps back 
to the chossy section. A more direct abseil through the overhangs, muddled 

Seong leading above the first bivvy during the first 
ascent of Gasherbrum V.
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I sighed with relief as 
I hung roughly 150m 
above our site. I had 
earlier spotted an angled 
corner we could have huddled in if things got desperate, but now as the 
breadth of our minds slowly returned, I folded such desperate thoughts out. 
We returned to our bivvy site at roughly 4am. We had climbed for over 24 
hours straight and collapsed into our squishy, ripped tent. Not much gas 
was left in the canister, so we melted only enough ice to share and drink. 
We hadn’t drunk water since late afternoon and our bodies were hypo-
thermic. We melted just a little more and let sleep take over.

We remained tied in until the last snow wall section, then downclimbed 
at last the roughly 300m to the bergschrund. Much of the glacier field had 
transformed since what seemed to be so long ago. We were safely back to 
the foot of the glacier by 6pm that evening and back at base camp an hour 
later as the sun settled down beyond Mustagh Tower. I was so eager to 
be finished with our descent, and worried about how repairs for our stone 
ripped tent might go – how glad I was to be worrying over such a trivial 
matter! The sun slid into the night. Without a nudge, base camp came to 
life with the relief of laughter.

Summary
An account of the first 

ascent of Gasherbrum V 
(7147m) via the south-
east face (Korean Direct, 
WI4-5, M4), by Chi-young 
Ahn and Nak-jong Seong 
(Korea). The ascent was 
done in alpine style, 23-26 
July 2014. 

Chi-young Ahn leading near the top of the upper section of poor rock c6800m.

rock and ice runnels seemed to make the most sense due to the numerous 
awkward diagonal and outcropping sections of rock on our way up. We 
took one of many ravines to the right and, once committed, shifting the 
direction of the rappel would be unfathomable, especially in our wasted 
condition. Sticking tightly together but slightly offset, we were particularly 
careful to not accidentally pitch loose rock onto each other.

The further we descended without any trace of our climb up and, despite 
the numerous V-threads, our quickly diminishing gear continued to up the 
ante on our survival. We made countless raps, not caring to keep track 
anymore, and still we had no sign of our route up. Our sense of direction 
seemed to have disappeared in the surrounding darkness of night. We were 
completely lost and an indescribable reality of fear such as I have never 
experienced sank deeply into my scattered, futile and trivial thoughts.

The surrounding walls seemed to wrap themselves around us the 
further down we progressed. Our bodies were so very exhausted and we 
had maybe only a snow stake and ice screw left to use, I cannot recollect 
exactly. Fear and stress were having their ways with us until a loud bellow 
of relief reached me from below at about midnight: ‘I’ve spotted our foot-
prints…above the cornice!’

Right: A final section of 
poor snow leads to the 
summit. 
 
Below: Chi-young Ahn and 
Nak-jong Seong on the 
summit of Gasherbrum V.


